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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The coupling between the ion cyclotron (IC) antenna and the ITER plasma (as expressed by the load resistance the antenna sees) will experience relatively fast variations due to plasma edge profile modifications. If uncompensated, these will cause an increase in the amount of power reflected back to the transmitter and ultimately a decrease in the amount of radio frequency (rf) power to the plasma caused by protective suppression of the amount of rf power generated by the transmitter. The goals of this task were to study several alternate designs for a tuning and matching (T&M) system and to recommend some research and development (R&D) tasks that could be carried out to test some of the most promising concepts.

Analyses of five different T&M configurations are presented in this report. They each have different advantages and disadvantages, and the choice among them must be made depending on the requirements for the IC system. Several general conclusions emerge from our study:

- The use of a hybrid splitter as a passive reflected-power dump ["edge localized mode (ELM)-dump"] appears very promising; this configuration will protect the rf power sources from reflected power during changes in plasma loading due to plasma motion or profile changes (e.g., ELM-induced changes in the plasma scrape-off region) and requires no active control of the rf system.
- Trade-offs between simplicity of design and capability of the system must be made.
  - Simple system designs with few components near the antenna either have high voltages over considerable distances of transmission lines, or they are not easily tuned to operate at different frequencies (cases 1 and 2 in this report).
  - Designs using frequency shifts and/or fast tuning elements can provide fast matching over a wide range of plasma loading; however, the designs studied here require components near the antenna, complicating assembly and maintenance (cases 4 and 5).
  - Capacitor-tuned resonant systems may offer a good compromise (case 3).
  
A simulation of the ITER system response to ELMs, using loading data from DIII-D, was done. This indicated that the use of the passive ELM dump or frequency matching would maintain satisfactory matching.

Four R&D tasks have been identified from this study. The primary near-term needs are:

- A test of the passive ELM dump on a real experiment. Such R&D is proposed for DIII-D in the United States, and possibly ASDEX-U in Europe.
- A test of the frequency-shift matching system on a real experiment to gauge its capability to respond to ELMs.
- A test of the fast matching system using fast tunable capacitors on an operating experiment.
- The development and testing of highly reliable methods to detect arcs in the antenna and transmission system, and to discriminate between these arcs and changes in loading caused by plasma changes.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

This task was a collaborative one between the United States and Europe, involving primarily R. Goulding and D. Swaia [Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)] to do the modeling of the circuit response, and F. Durodie (Royal Military School, Belgium/TEXTOR), who has a fast capacitor that has been built and operated on TEXTOR. This report describes only the results from the U.S. Home Team. According to the original task agreement, the task was to consist of:

- "Detailed design of one single (or a coupled pair of) tuning elements, capable of maintaining the impedance match of ITER power sources within VSWR < 1.5 in all relevant plasma conditions. The overall time response of the system shall not be less than 50 ms. The study should
  1. Identify the most suitable technology of impedance modulation applicable over the whole ITER frequency range
  2. Provide a detailed design for the tuner
  3. Draft a technical specification for an R&D task"

Since the original assignment, two things have happened to change the task somewhat.

- The antenna geometry was changed from an in-blanket to an in-port design,
- Greater emphasis was desired to be placed on fast (<10 ms) time response in order to protect from fast ELMs.

ELMs can cause the load resistance to increase by a factor of 4 in <1 ms. However, the output tube in the transmitter should be able to take short (<10 ms) bursts of high reflected power at the proper phase without damage, so the goal was changed to attempt to match within 10 ms and/or to handle the reflected power passively.

This report presents the results of modeling two main types of tuning and matching (T&M) systems. The first type of system is essentially passive, in that if the loading resistance changes equally in the different current straps, the reflected power is absorbed in a dummy load and is not propagated back to the transmitter. The main drawback with this system is that while the transmitter output power can remain high, the power delivered to the plasma decreases during the transient.

The second type of system uses small shifts in the driving frequency (≤0.4 MHz) and/or Durodie’s fast capacitors (or some other fast tuning device) to quickly rematch the system during an ELM. Whether capacitors can be tuned effectively on an ELM time scale remains to be determined. However, it may be that a combination of the two techniques would work better than either separately.

Finally, this area of study is a rapidly evolving one. Work to implement better, faster T&M systems is under study at several laboratories, and new techniques will be demonstrated in the near future on the Joint European Torus (JET), the tokamak experiment at General Atomics (DIII-D), and other tokamaks. A necessary accompaniment to faster matching is better discrimination between reflected power due to plasma load changes and reflected power due to arcs in antennas or tuning systems. Research and development (R&D) are also underway in this area and are necessary parts of the whole.
1.2 CRITERIA FOR T&M SYSTEM DESIGN

One of the difficulties in designing a T&M system for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) has been in determining what performance criteria the system must meet. The first approach has been to demand everything (e.g., match instantaneously to all changes in loading; be able to operate at any frequency from 20 to 120 MHz; be able to change phase instantaneously between adjacent current straps; have a simple, robust system with only a few components ...). While highly desirable, it is usually impossible to meet all such criteria, and so the search for feasible solutions begins.

Below are some different criteria that could be requested. All of these criteria have been discussed as possible ones for ITER at one time or another.

**Frequency range:**
- F1 Any frequency in 45- to 90-MHz range at full power.
- F2 A selected set of frequencies in the above range at full power.
- F3 A narrow band (≤ 5 MHz wide) of frequencies.
- F4 One frequency or a set of discrete frequencies (n\(\lambda/2\)).

**Tuning capability:**
- T1 Change frequency during a shot, under power.
- T2 Change frequency between shots.
- T3 Operate at one frequency primarily, with significant T&M system modifications required to operate at another frequency.

**Response to transient changes in loading (e.g., ELMs):**
- E1 Deliver full rf power to the plasma over a range of 4:1 transient changes in plasma loading, with very fast (≤ 1 ms) rematching time.
- E2 Actively rematch the rf system during transient changes, and return to full power to the plasma in much less than a confinement time (e.g., 10 to 100 ms).
- E3 Passively protect the rf system during transient changes, and allow power to decrease during transient and return to normal when load returns to normal.

**Voltages in the system:**
- V1 Keep voltages in the rf system at ≤ 20 kV over most of the transmission system and T&M network, with high voltages (> 30 kV) only in the vacuum rf system in or near the antenna.
- V2 Allow voltages > 30 kV in pressurized system as well as vacuum.

**Component location:**
- C1 Keep all T&M components (except for transmission lines) out of the pit area.
- C2 Keep all except a few relatively small T&M components out of the pit area.
- C3 Put large T&M components in pit area.
Changes in phase between adjacent straps:

- P1 Very fast (< 1 ms) under power, with no mechanical component retuning.
- P2 Much faster than L/R plasma current decay time (≤ 100 ms) with some mechanical retuning under power.
- P3 No change in phase during a shot.

The following section is a discussion of the cases we have analyzed. As will be seen, the systems meet different criteria.

1.3 SUMMARY OF T&M SYSTEMS MODELED

Many different T&M configurations have been examined, because the FDAC code (described in Section 2) makes changes in the systems relatively easy. In this report, we present results from five particular cases.

1. No prematching stub (PMS), decouplers far from antenna (with hybrid splitter)

Pro: Simplest system.
- No components near antenna.
- Can be tuned to different frequencies easily.

Con: High voltage (≥ 40 kV) occurs over all ~50 m of line to T&M area.
- Power to plasma drops as R’ changes.
- Some loss in power (≤ 15 %) at low R’ values because of high VSWR in main line.
- Changing phase (Δφ) between current straps may require retuning of major T&M components, unless decoupler position can be adjusted to be near a voltage maximum in the line.
- PMS provides low voltages in main transmission line (similar to violin antenna concept).
- Allows some tuning in bands of interest (near 40, 60, and 80 MHz)

Con: Capacitors located near torus, outside of vacuum flange, and probably on pressurized side of vacuum window.
- Changing phase (Δφ) between current straps may require retuning of major T&M components, unless decoupler position can be adjusted to be near a voltage maximum in the line.

2. PMS in antenna, decouplers far from antenna (baseline), (with hybrid splitter)

Pro: PMS provides low voltages in main transmission line (similar to violin antenna concept).

Con: Single-frequency operation unless PMS is changed, which may require remote-maintenance access to antenna.
- Changing phase (Δφ) between current straps may require retuning of major T&M components, unless decoupler position can be adjusted to be near a voltage maximum in the line.

3. Capacitor as tuning element (with hybrid splitter)

Pro: Provides low voltages in main transmission line (similar to violin antenna concept).
- Allows some tuning in bands of interest (near 40, 60, and 80 MHz)

Con: Capacitors located near torus, outside of vacuum flange, and probably on pressurized side of vacuum window.
- Changing phase (Δφ) between current straps may require retuning of major T&M components, unless decoupler position can be adjusted to be near a voltage maximum in the line.

4. PMS with decouplers near (but outside of) antenna, frequency shift (Δf) for matching.

Pro: Can deliver full power to plasma for good range of R’ change.
- Can change Δφ without changing major T&M component tuning.

Con: Decoupler components located near antenna in remote maintenance area.
Location of PMS on line must be changed for different frequencies.

5. PMS with decouplers near antenna, $\Delta f$ and fast capacitor change ($\Delta C$) for matching.
   
   **Pro:** Excellent matching during $R'$ changes. Can maintain essentially full power to plasma during $\sim 6:1$ change in loading resistance.
   Can change $\Delta \phi$ without changing major T&M component tuning.
   
   **Con:** Requires fast ($\leq 10$ ms) capacitor tuning.
   Decoupler components located near antenna in remote maintenance area.
   Location of PMS on line must be changed for different frequencies.

Table 1 is a comparison matrix showing the criteria options that each of the systems satisfies.

**Table 1. Criteria satisfied by the different cases modeled**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Limited phase options (e.g., $\pm \pi/2$ only)*

*Fast phase change is possible if decouplers are located near a voltage maximum; adjustment of decoupler location (i.e., another line stretcher between the antenna and the decoupler) would permit this.*
2. CALCULATION TOOLS AND MODELS

2.1 THE FDAC CODE

The FDAC code\(^2\) is a powerful tool that can be used to model coupled rf circuits, especially the sorts of coupled antenna and transmission line systems commonly found in contemporary IC heating systems. The code is written in the PV-WAVE\(^\text{TM}\) programming environment, a high-level programming and data display system. For the results shown in this report, PV-WAVE was run on an IBM RISC workstation.

FDAC consists of a number of modules that model common rf circuit components (e.g., lossy transmission lines, coupled transmission lines, inductances, capacitors, resistors). These can be combined in a user-friendly way to generate an electrical circuit model of considerable complexity. The code can be used to simultaneously solve for several variables (e.g., line or stub lengths and capacitor settings) specified by constraint equations, such as all transmitter powers being equal with no reflected power. The results of changes in loading resistance, frequency, or component values on quantities of interest (e.g., maximum voltage in the system, VSWR) can easily be plotted for cases of interest.

Figure 1 shows a typical model of the ITER antenna array and associated T&M system. The model shown consists of four current straps, each grounded at the center and driven at both ends. T&M circuits external to the antenna consist of a line stretcher and stub in each leg of the transmission lines. Passive rf decoupler circuits ("Decoupler" in the figure) are between the transmission lines driving adjacent strap segments. Sometimes an additional component, a susceptance nuller ("SN" in the figure) is installed at the decoupler/transmission line junction; this can be an adjustable stub, or possibly a capacitor.

The prematching stub (PMS) shown in Fig. 1 can either be inside the antenna itself, corresponding to the present baseline ITER antenna design or can be outside the antenna so that it can be more accessible for maintenance and tuning. Cases were run that had no PMS, that had PMSs inside the antenna, and that had PMSs outside the antenna.

A power splitter is used to connect the T&M system for the top and bottom segments of a strap to a single rf power source. For all cases considered here, a hybrid power splitter was used.\(^4\) The fourth port of the splitter was connected to a dummy load, as shown in the figure.

Several specific cases have been analyzed for this general situation. More details of the models used for the antenna, the decouplers, and the power splitters are given in the following sections.

2.2 MODEL OF THE ITER ANTENNA ARRAY

The present ITER antenna design consists of an array that can be inserted through a main horizontal port. The port dimensions are approximately 1.6 m toroidally \(\times\) 2.6 m poloidally. There are eight center-grounded current straps in a 4 (toroidally) \(\times\) 2 (poloidally) array. For the purposes of this calculation, we assume negligible coupling between current straps in the top and bottom arrays.

Thus, the antenna array in one port consists of two configurations as shown in Fig. 1, one above the other. This is the configuration that we will analyze in the remainder
of this report. The total power that can be delivered from a single port is twice the power that will be delivered from the array shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. ITER T&M model for four center-grounded current straps in the top half of an ITER in-port antenna.
Figure 2 shows one grounded current strap, with characteristic parameters for the strap. The total strap height is approximately 1.2 m, so the distance from ground to the end of the radiating part of the current strap is 0.6 m. The electrical model of the current strap is characterized as a lossy transmission line. Based on earlier calculations, the current strap can be modeled with the following parameters:

- $Z_{\text{strap}} = 40 \Omega$: Characteristic impedance of the line
- $\beta = 0.7$: Relative phase velocity of wave on strap ($= v_{\text{phase}}/c$)
- $R' = 2 - 12 \Omega/m$: Plasma loading resistance per unit length

Fig. 2. Diagram of single strap. Possible locations of a PMS are shown by the dashed lines.

The plasma loading resistance depends on the phase between adjacent current straps, plasma position, density profile, and frequency. $R'$ values for the latest design of the ITER antenna are discussed below.

From the values of $Z_{\text{strap}}$ and $\beta$, the characteristic inductance $L'$ and capacitance $C'$ per unit length of the strap can be calculated. In addition to the self-inductance, the current straps have mutual inductances. The coupling coefficient between straps will depend on the geometry of the straps and the septum separating them, and these dimensions have not been determined yet. Based on calculations of similar arrays, we have chosen mutual inductances so that $L'_{12} / L'_{11} = 0.1$, and $L'_{13} / L'_{11} = 0.01$. These values are typical, we think, of the values that are likely to be encountered. We assume further that $L'_{12} = L'_{23} = L'_{34}$ and $L'_{13} = L'_{24}$.

The transmission line from the end of the current strap through the vacuum vessel port to the outside of the port flange is generally taken to be a 30-Ω transmission line (with $\beta = 1.0$); losses in this line are taken as $R'_{\text{line}} = 0.02 \Omega/m$. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the distance from the end of the current strap to the outside of the port flange is at least 4 m. For the case of an external PMS, we assume that no T&M components can be attached any nearer than that distance. Two possible locations for a PMS (one internal and one external to the antenna structure) are shown schematically as dashed elements in the figure.
2.3 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND POWER SOURCES

2.3.1 Space allocation and location of components

Figure 3 [from G. Bosia, ITER Joint Central Team (JCT)] shows the approximate dimensions allocated to the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) system components. From an installation and maintenance standpoint, it would be best to eliminate any major tuning components from the area just outside the cryostat where the remote handling transfer cask will have to be placed if an antenna is to be removed; this will minimize the amount of remote-maintenance connection of ICRF components. However, there is a trade-off between simple maintenance and improved rf operation.

The installation of T&M components near the vacuum vessel flange will entail their connection to the vacuum portion of the transmission line. It would be desirable to avoid this if possible, also to simplify installation and maintenance.

Finally, T&M components can be installed in the antenna itself. This would be disadvantageous for maintenance, but it could offer some advantages for power handling or versatility of the rf system.

One of the purposes of this report is to examine several T&M systems with components both near and far away from the antenna/remote handling areas and to provide information to more quantitatively evaluate the trade-offs between maintenance simplicity on the one hand and rf flexibility or power-handling capability on the other.

2.3.2 Power sources and connection to the antenna current straps

The present baseline design of the IC system consists of antennas in four ports. The total rf system is required to deliver 50 MW of power to the plasma or 12.5 MW per port.
Each antenna consists of 8 center-grounded current straps, with each strap fed at both ends, for a total of 16 feed lines emerging from each antenna. Therefore, the power to the plasma that each feed line must deliver is approximately 0.8 MW.

The transmission lines outside the vacuum flange are modeled as 225-mm (9-inch) standard 30-Ω lines, with a copper center conductor and aluminum outer conductor. The calculated loss resistance in these lines is \( R' = 0.005 \, \Omega/m \) at 60 MHz. These calculations include a 30% increase over the nominal resistance of copper and aluminum, which is added to account for bellows, flanges, etc.

The rf power sources in the 40- to 90-MHz range (as used on many present-day fusion devices) can deliver up to about 2 MW per source into a mismatched load (VSWR up to 1.5). For the most efficient utilization of rf sources, each source should drive two feed lines. A power splitter of some sort is needed between each source and the feed lines. A hybrid splitter, such as is used on DIII-D, is used to split the power in all the circuits considered in this report.

2.3.3 The passive ELM dump using a hybrid splitter

The hybrid splitter has an additional advantage because it can be used to protect the rf sources from reflected power, if certain conditions are met in the design of the system:

1. Path lengths from the two output ports of the hybrid splitter are equal from the splitter to the current straps they are driving.
2. The changes in antenna loading (\( R' \) and \( L' \)) for the two straps caused by changes in the plasma are the same for both lines.

When these conditions are satisfied, the change in loading of the two straps will cause equal amounts of reflected power to be sent back to the hybrid splitter. Because of the equal path lengths, the phase of the reflected power that reaches the hybrid splitter is such that it will all be transferred to the dump resistor attached to the fourth port of the splitter.

In practice, we propose to meet these criteria by using the two outputs from a single hybrid splitter to drive the feed lines that are attached to the top and bottom of a single center-grounded current strap. Because of the similar electrical characteristics of the top and bottom halves of the same strap, they should see approximately the same loading from the plasma, and their interactions with other antenna components (side walls, Faraday shields, other straps) should be approximately the same.

A potential objection to this is that the outputs of a hybrid splitter have a phase shift of \( \pi/2 \) relative to each other. Thus, the top and bottom of the strap will be driven with a phase difference of \( \pi/2 \) rather than the more conventional \( \pi \) (which will make the current in the top and bottom of the strap flow in the same direction as seen from the plasma). However, calculations of plasma loading for straps with \( \pi/2 \) poloidal phasing indicate that the loading may be comparable to the usual case of \( \pi \) phasing if the phasing (top to bottom) is chosen correctly. This mode of operation needs to be tested on a real machine.

2.4 LOADING RESISTANCE COMPUTATIONS

The plasma loading resistance is calculated using the RANT3D code. This code has demonstrated the ability to calculate loading resistance values in close agreement with values measured on both Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and DIII-D, when given
accurate antenna geometry information and density profile data (for these experiments, the edge density profile was measured using a microwave reflectometer mounted adjacent to the antenna). This code uses slab geometry and assumes that the wave, once launched into the plasma, is absorbed (i.e., reflections of the wave from the far side of the plasma are not considered in this analysis).

2.4.1 Plasma parameters

The plasma parameters used in this analysis were taken from the ITER Physics Design Description Document, Sect. 1.9 (June 1995) definition of the ignited plasma (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toroidal field on axis</td>
<td>6 T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma current</td>
<td>21 MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central plasma density</td>
<td>1.36 x 10^{20} m^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge plasma density</td>
<td>1.1 x 10^{20} m^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge plasma e-folding distance, λ</td>
<td>0.02 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core profile exponent, α_n</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The density profile inside the separatrix is given by \( n(r) = (n_{eo} - n_{edge})[1-(r/a)^2]^\alpha_n + n_{edge} \); outside the separatrix it is given by \( n(r) = n_{edge} \exp[(-(r-a)/\lambda)] \). The gap between the first wall and the current strap, containing the Faraday shield, is assumed to have negligible plasma in it.

2.4.2 Antenna geometry used in R' calculations

A baseline antenna and plasma geometry was defined based on the latest antenna design drawings from the JCT.10 Dimensions are given in Table 3. The antenna dimensions have been changed somewhat from earlier calculations.11 In particular, the antenna width has been reduced to fit into the narrower port (1.6 m wide); this has resulted in somewhat lower values of R'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cavity depth</td>
<td>32 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from first wall to Faraday shield front</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faraday shield thickness</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from first wall to strap front</td>
<td>6 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from first wall to septum</td>
<td>9 and 16 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of straps</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strap width</td>
<td>18 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity width</td>
<td>31 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity width</td>
<td>31 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-to-center distance between straps</td>
<td>38 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.3 Results of loading calculations

Figure 4 shows the values of $R'$ calculated for different gaps and phasings. For $\pi/2$ phasing, a 15-cm gap (the nominal value) gives $R' = 3.4 \, \Omega/m$ with a 9-cm distance from the first wall to the start of the septa between adjacent current straps. With a 16-cm septum distance, $R'$ increases to $5.3 \, \Omega/m$. As will be seen in the calculations in the next sections, this increase in $R'$ will allow significantly reduced voltages in the rf system.

![Figure 4: Loading resistance vs outer separatrix-wall gap for $\pi$ and $\pi/2$ phasing between adjacent current straps. Open points are with distance from first wall to septum ($x_{\text{septum}}$) = 9 cm; solid point is with $x_{\text{septum}} = 16$ cm.](image)

3. RESULTS: CONFIGURATIONS WITH NO FREQUENCY SHIFT

Results have been calculated for a nominal frequency of 60 MHz. This frequency is the one of greatest interest, both for heating ($2\omega_T$) and current drive (at about 63 MHz) for the usual ITER design parameters.

To calculate voltages and power flow in a given circuit configuration with the lossy transmission line models used here, the value of $R'$ must be specified. Based on the results of the previous section, the lowest value of $R'$ was chosen to be $3 \, \Omega/m$. For most cases presented here, the T&M circuits were initially tuned to optimize the match at this value of loading. The results from each of the different circuit configurations are discussed in the following sections.

3.1 CASE 1 – NO PMS, DECOUPLERS FAR FROM ANTENNA

This is the simplest configuration, with no T&M components near the antenna. It has the advantage that the system can be tuned to any frequency in the range of the transmitters. There is about 46 m of 30-Ω coax between each current strap and the
decoupler, which is located in the tuning area shown in Fig. 3. A single-line schematic of this simple configuration is shown in Fig. 5.

![Decoupler schematic](image)

**Fig. 5. Case 1. Schematic and dimensions.**

Figure 6 shows the voltage on the four transmission lines feeding the top antenna current straps as a function of position from the strap ground, for the case with $R' = 3 \, \Omega/m$ from the plasma and the antenna delivering 12.5 MW to the plasma. Peak voltage is about 42 kV. This figure illustrates the main disadvantage of this configuration, which is that the entire 46 m of transmission line operates at high VSWR, with a large number of high-voltage regions in the line.

For this case, there are significant losses in the long sections of transmission line because of the high VSWR. Figure 7 shows the efficiency of the T&M system (defined as the power to the plasma divided by the power from the generators) for interstrap phasing of $\pi/2$. The dashed line in the figure shows the efficiency as a function of $R'$ when the T&M system is matched for each value of $R'$. This indicates that for $R' = 3 \, \Omega/m$ (for example) about 87% of the power from the generators goes to the plasma. The rest is dissipated in losses in the T&M system, primarily in the long transmission line. As $R'$ increases, the efficiency increases.

The solid line in Fig. 7 shows the efficiency of the system when it is tuned to a perfect match for $R' = 3 \, \Omega/m$, but the tuning is not changed as $R'$ changes. As $R'$ increases, the reflected power from the T&M system increases. We assume that the system is configured so that the hybrid splitter can be used as a passive ELM dump, as described earlier, so that this power is dissipated in the load resistor of the power splitter shown in Fig. 1. This figure indicates that for a 4:1 change in $R'$ (from 3 to 12 $\Omega/m$), the fraction of power going to the plasma only changes from 87% to 72% of the generator power. For a transient change in $R'$, this momentary power decrease may be acceptable.
Fig. 6. Case 1. Voltage vs distance from the strap ground for the four transmission lines for $R' = 3 \ \Omega/m$, and $\Delta\phi = \pi/2$. Decouplers (with susceptance nullers) are located at $x \approx 47 \ m$.

Fig. 7. Case 1. Fraction of generator power to the plasma vs $R'$.

Figure 8 shows the maximum voltage that occurs anywhere in the transmission system as a function of $R'$, for a total power of 12.5 MW per port delivered to the plasma. For $R' = 3 \ \Omega/m$, the maximum voltage is 42 kV, but it decreases rapidly as $R'$ is increased. For $R' = 5 \ \Omega/m$, it is less than 35 kV. This figure is of more general applicability than just
for this T&M circuit configuration. Because the first high-voltage point occurs before any T&M component, this curve is generally valid independent of the specific T&M circuit.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 8. Case 1. Maximum voltage vs $R'$ for 12.5 MW delivered to the plasma per port.**

In general, changing the interstrap phasing will not be possible without retuning the decouplers. However, if the decoupler connection to the main transmission line is located at or near a voltage maximum in the main line, then the system is insensitive to phase, and fast phase changes could be done under power during a shot. For the line lengths used in these calculations, this will occur at frequency intervals of about every 3 MHz. To allow fast phase shifting at any frequency, an additional phase shifter will be needed between the antenna and the decoupler connection.

### 3.2 CASE 2 - PMS IN ANTENNA, DECOUPLERS FAR FROM ANTENNA (BASELINE)

This is the current baseline case; a schematic is shown in Fig. 9.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 9. Case 2. Schematic and dimensions.**

It has a PMS inside the antenna, located about 1.4 m from the top of the current strap. The position of the PMS and the length of the stub were chosen so that (at 60 MHz) the current strap/transmission line section/PMS is resonant (i.e., the total electrical length is exactly
and a real impedance is seen looking into this circuit). Furthermore, the length was chosen so that for \( R' = 3 \Omega/m \), the impedance seen is exactly 30 \( \Omega \), for the simplified case of no mutual coupling between current straps.

Figure 10 shows the voltage as a function of distance from the strap ground for four coupled straps, for \( R' = 3 \Omega/m \). The maximum voltage, located near the current strap, is again about 42 kV.

![Figure 10](image)

**Fig. 10.** Case 2. Voltage vs distance from strap ground on the four transmission lines for \( R' = 3 \Omega/m \) at 60 MHz.

For \( x \geq 2 \text{ m} \), the flat voltage vs \( x \) for the inner straps indicates that the addition of the PMS has worked well, and these straps are well-matched to the lines. However, the outer straps are not matched exactly, as can be seen in the figure from the voltage variations on these lines. This is due to the interstrap coupling. Even so, the maximum voltage on the worst line before the PMS is only about 23 kV, about a factor of 2 reduction from the peak before the PMS.

Figure 11 shows the power flow down each of the four lines vs \( R' \), for a constant total power of 3.125 MW (i.e., 12.5 MW/port). Power flow to the first strap is negative for \( R' \leq 5 \Omega/m \), demonstrating the necessity of decouplers in the T&M circuit.
The efficiency of this circuit is shown in Fig. 12. At the matched point, the efficiency is almost 98% because of the relatively short region with a large VSWR. As \( R' \) increases, the efficiency drops (again assuming the reflected power winds up in the hybrid splitter dump resistor). However, about 70% of the generator power will be deposited in the plasma at \( R' = 12 \, \Omega/m \).

For \( R' = 12 \, \Omega/m \), the voltage pattern on the transmission lines is changed to that shown in Fig. 13. For this case, the generator power is 3.125 MW, and about 30% of that is being lost in the transmission line and load on the hybrid splitter (from Fig. 12). However, the peak voltage anywhere in the system is relatively low, \( \leq 20 \, \text{kV} \). If there is
sufficient total power available, more power can be demanded from the generators to restore the power to the plasma to its desired value. For 12.5 MW/port to the plasma with this value of $R'$, the total power from the generators would have to be almost 18 MW and would result in a peak voltage in the line of about 24 kV. Increasing the source power during a transient might be a viable way to keep the power more nearly constant in the presence of $R'$ fluctuations, if the passive ELM dump with a hybrid splitter is used.

Fig. 13. Case 2. Voltage vs distance from strap ground on the four transmission lines for $R' = 12 \, \Omega/m$ at 60 MHz.

The main disadvantage of this configuration is that it is useful for only narrow-band operation without changing the location and/or length of the PMS. As the frequency departs from the resonant frequency, the strap-PMS circuit becomes nonresonant, and the VSWR in the region between the PMS and the T&M equipment becomes very high, resulting in high dissipation in the lines in this region. Figure 14 shows the fraction of power to the plasma as a function of frequency for two values of effective losses in the resonant structure. For this calculation, the T&M system was retuned to match at each frequency, except that the PMS length and location were kept fixed. While a value of $R' = 0.005 \, \Omega/m$ appears reasonable for the large coax outside the antenna, a somewhat higher value may occur inside the antenna. The two curves bracket the probable range of values. If the lower value is obtained, then a band of $\pm 5 \, MHz$ could be covered, with as much as 70% of the input power being delivered to the plasma. For the higher value of $R'$, the equivalent frequency range would be about $\pm 2 \, MHz$. 
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3.3 CASE 3 – CAPACITOR-TUNED CIRCUIT, DECOUPLERS FAR FROM ANTENNA

A variation of Case 2 was studied to see if it would remedy the fixed-frequency nature of that configuration. For this case, a high-voltage vacuum capacitor, similar to those available commercially, was placed outside the ITER vacuum flange. The circuit is shown in Fig. 15. The length of the transmission line between the end of the current strap and the capacitor was chosen to be about 7.2 m. This length allows the strap-transmission line-capacitor combination to be resonant at frequencies near 40, 60, and 80 MHz. In addition, because the capacitor can be tuned, a limited frequency range can be scanned in each of these bands. Figure 16 shows the three resonant frequency ranges as a function of capacitance value.

Fig. 15. Case 3. Schematic and dimensions.
QWT is a quarter-wave transformer at 60 MHz.
For the transmission line lengths shown, the capacitance value required to resonate at 60 MHz is 84 pf. If $R' = 3 \, \Omega/m$, the impedance seen looking into the resonant circuit is $\approx 800 \, \Omega$, which would cause a high VSWR if this were connected directly to a 30-\Omega feed line. A quarter-wave transformer (QWT, see Fig. 15) was added to the system on the generator side of the capacitor to lower the VSWR in the line between the decoupler and the capacitor. The QWT length was set at 1.25 m ($\lambda/4$ at 60 MHz), and the characteristic impedance of the line was set to 155 \, \Omega, which will transform the 800-\Omega impedance down to approximately 30 \, \Omega.

Figure 17 shows voltage vs distance from strap ground for 60 and 64 MHz, with the capacitance value chosen to achieve resonance at each frequency. As can be seen, the match at 60 MHz is very good as evidenced by the almost constant voltage on the generator side of the QWT. At 64 MHz, the VSWR is about 1.5. For this plot (as in the preceding cases), the power delivered to the plasma is 12.5 MW/port with a plasma load of 3 \, \Omega/m.
Fig. 17. Case 3. Voltage vs distance from strap ground for two frequencies in the 60-MHz tuning band. The QWT impedance is chosen for a perfect match at 60 MHz and $R = 3 \Omega/m$.

Figure 18 shows the same calculation for two frequencies in the 40-MHz band. For these frequencies, the peak voltage needed to deliver 12.5 MW/port is reduced from 42 to about 35 kV, assuming again a plasma load resistance of 3 $\Omega/m$. Surprisingly, the QWT helps match even at these frequencies. The peak voltage on the generator side of the QWT (i.e., between the QWT and the tuning equipment) is between 10 and 15 kV for the curves shown. Similar results are obtained for the 80-MHz band.

Fig. 18. Case 3. Voltage vs distance from strap ground for two frequencies in the 40-MHz band. The QWT is the same as for the 60-MHz case.
Do capacitors exist that will operate at the currents and voltages required of them in this type of operation? The answer is a qualified "yes." Figure 19 shows the capacitance values, the peak capacitor current, and the peak voltage on the capacitor vs frequency for both the 40-MHz and 60-MHz bands, assuming $R' = 3 \Omega/m$ and 12.5 MW of power/port.

![Figure 19](image)

Fig. 19. Case 3. Capacitance, peak current in the capacitor, and voltage on the capacitor vs frequency for (a) 40-MHz band and (b) 60-MHz band.

For the ranges shown, currents $\leq 1.2$ kA and voltages $\leq 45$ kV are needed. Water-cooled vacuum capacitors are commercially available with ratings in this range; for example, the Comet CV7W 300F/70 has a tuning range of 20 to 300 pf, a peak working voltage of 70 kV, and a peak current capacity of 1.2 kA (at 16 MHz). However, these capacitors have non-negligible internal inductance that must be considered when doing detailed design calculations. In addition, the current-carrying capacity is frequency-dependent and must be evaluated more carefully. Nevertheless, capacitors with properties similar to those required are available off-the-shelf.

Capacitors were used as the tuning elements in this analysis because they are compact and could be easily installed on the transmission line. A shorted stub tuner could be used just as well to add a reactance where the capacitor is located. This would result in a
broader tuning band, since then both capacitive and inductive reactance could be added, resulting in a greater tuning range. The possible disadvantage would be that the stub would take up more room near the antenna.

4. RESULTS: CONFIGURATIONS WITH FREQUENCY SHIFT

Cases 1–3 have the decouplers at a distance of nearly 50 m from the antenna. Frequency-shift matching will not work with the decouplers at this location because frequency shifts of the order needed (≥ 0.1 MHz) will cause significant admittance changes at the decoupler connection points and would require retuning of the decouplers.

In this section, we consider cases with the decouplers located at a high-voltage point near the antenna. The decoupler settings are relatively insensitive to modest changes in frequency because small frequency changes will cause only small admittance changes at the decoupler connection. Because they are connected at a high-voltage point, the settings of the decouplers are also independent of the interstrap phasing, which means that fast phase changes can be done during a shot. We examine several configurations in which small changes in the frequency (frequency-shift matching) are used to match the system when changes in plasma load occur. Case 4 has a frequency shift only. Case 5 uses both a frequency shift and a fast capacitor for fast matching.

4.1 CASE 4 – PMS WITH DECOUPLERS NEAR ANTENNA, ΔF FOR MATCHING

Figure 20 shows a schematic of the configuration. In this case, the decoupler is the closest matching element to the antenna and is connected to the transmission line a short distance outside the cryostat. The PMS is located a short distance from it. An additional phase shifter between the antenna and PMS has been added because of the extreme sensitivity of the circuit operation to the PMS locations. For coupled circuits, these distances must be individually adjusted (i.e., one decoupler-PMS distance for all 4 coupled lines will not work); this will be discussed further below.

Fig. 20. Case 4. Schematic and dimensions.

A configuration similar to this (but without the decouplers) has been used for frequency-shift matching by Wade et al. on JET.\textsuperscript{13} It has recently been analyzed in more detail by Lamalle,\textsuperscript{14} again for use on JET, but without the inclusion of the coupling between current straps. Our calculations include the results of coupling and add some new information.
4.1.1 Results for an uncoupled system

Figure 21 indicates the behavior of the circuit for the comparatively simple case of a single current strap, with interstrap coupling neglected. The frequency and the line lengths were chosen to represent a typical ITER layout as shown in Fig. 20. The plots are admittance Smith charts of the system response during a resistance scan of $3 \leq R' \leq 20 \, \Omega/m$. Figure 21(a) shows the behavior for constant frequency, while Fig. 21(b) shows the corresponding response when the frequency is shifted to optimize the coupling. The curve labels correspond to the similarly labeled observation points indicated in Fig. 20.

As is shown in Fig. 21(a), the location of the PMS is chosen so that the load line (1) is approximately tangent to a $\text{Re}(Y) = \text{constant}$ circle. The reactance of the PMS is chosen to rotate the load line to position (2), at which the two ends of the load line are at the same value of $l_{pl}$. The distance to the main matching stub is chosen to move the load line to position 3, at which some point on the load line is on the $\text{Re}(Y) = Y_{\text{line}}$ curve ($Y_{\text{line}} = 1/30$ mho, the line admittance). Finally, enough reactance is added by the main stub to move the load line to position (4), where the line is exactly matched at one value of $R'$.

![Fig. 21. Case 4, uncoupled. Smith chart plots of admittance seen looking toward the antenna from locations 1–4 (shown in Fig. 20) during a change in $R'$, for (a) constant frequency and with (b) calculated optimum frequency shift.](image)

The addition of a frequency shift changes the situation as shown in the Fig. 21(b). The frequency shift has been chosen to make $\text{Re}(Y) = Y_{\text{line}}$ for all of curve 3. Because of the choice of the location of curve 2, curve 3 is folded on itself, so that the addition of the main stub to move the load line from (3) to (4) puts almost all of the load line inside the $\text{VSWR} = 1.5$ circle (the small circle at the center of the plots). Figure 22 shows the calculated frequency shift and the magnitudes of $\rho$ at locations 1–4. As can be seen, $|l_{pl}| \leq 0.2$ (i.e., $\text{VSWR} \leq 1.5$) for $R' = 3$ to $17 \, \Omega/m$. 
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Figure 22. Case 4, uncoupled. (a) Calculated frequency shift and (b) $|\rho|$ vs $R'$

Figure 23 shows the maximum voltage in different sections of the T&M system as a function of $R'$, when operated with frequency-shift matching using the same circuit parameters as in Figs. 21 and 22, for 12.5 MW of power to the plasma from each port. Although the maximum voltage on the antenna side of the PMS is > 40 kV at the lowest values of $R'$, the generator side of the PMS shows maximum voltages of about 20 kV. Thus, the high-voltage region can be confined to the region on the antenna side of the PMS.

Several points should be made regarding this system:

1. Satisfactory behavior depends critically on the location of the PMS. Changes of 1 or 2 cm can make the difference between the system working or not.

2. For a given PMS position, two solutions are possible for the length of the PMS, but only one appears to give a well-behaved $\Delta f$ vs $R'$ curve. If the wrong solution is chosen, discontinuous changes in frequency may be needed to maintain a match as $R'$ increases.
3. In the “ideal” analysis of this method, it is often assumed that the distance between the PMS and the main tuning stub is much larger than the distance from the PMS to the antenna ground. This has the beneficial effect that the frequency shift will not significantly change the load lines at positions 1 and 2. As can be seen by comparing the (a) and (b) plots in Fig. 21, this is not a very good approximation in this case, since curve (1) is altered significantly by the frequency shift.

4. Even though $|\alpha|$ between the PMS and main stub is in the range of 0.7 to 0.8 (corresponding to a VSWR of about 6 to 9), the voltages in this part of the line are not particularly high ($\leq 20$ kV, compared to a high $> 40$ kV between the antenna and the PMS for 12.5 MW to the plasma at $R' = 3 \, \Omega/m$).

5. Losses in this system are modest; the fraction of power to the plasma is $\geq 94\%$ even at $R' = 3 \, \Omega/m$.

6. A trade-off can be made in the selection of the location of the PMS; a smaller frequency shift can be used to match than that shown in Fig. 22, for example, if one is willing to accept a higher value of $\rho$ (and higher voltages and losses) in the line between the PMS and the main stub.

4.1.2 Results for a coupled system

The coupled system is more difficult computationally to evaluate than the uncoupled system, and work has only started in optimizing this case. The results we present here are an existence proof, because a solution has been found that has reasonably good properties. However, it is far from an optimized solution.

Coupling considerably complicates the choice of the PMS position. For $\pi/2$ phasing between straps, $x_{\text{PMS}}$ (the decoupler-PMS distance) had to be set individually for each of the four lines. Results presented below have $x_{\text{PMS}} = 1.33 \, \text{m}, 1.385 \, \text{m}, 1.385 \, \text{m}, 1.33 \, \text{m}$, for the four coupled lines respectively. While this choice did not provide identical responses of the lines to changes in $R'$ and $\Delta f$, they were reasonably similar. Figure 24 shows the frequency shift and the value of $|\alpha|$ averaged over all four lines as a function of $R'$, obtained using the FDAC code with $\pi/2$ phasing between straps.

Fig. 24. Case 4, coupled. (a) Calculated frequency shift and (b)$|\alpha|$ at point 4 vs $R'$ with coupled straps.
Details of the behavior of each of the four lines are given in Fig 25, in which $|p|$ vs $f$ is plotted for each line for four different values of $R'$. 

![Graphs](image)

Fig. 25. Case 4, coupled. $|p|$ vs $f$ for each of the 4 coupled lines, for $R' = 3, 6, 9, \text{ and } 12 \ \Omega/m$.

We attempted to find a solution that would allow frequency-shift matching with $x_{\text{PMS}}$ the same for all four straps, but the behavior of the inner straps was qualitatively different from the outer because of the interstrap coupling when the lengths were equal; in one set, $\rho$ in the lines would increase for $\Delta f > 0$, for example, while $\rho$ would decrease in the other set.

In addition, operation at different phasing was not possible without changing the PMS positions. The phase could be changed from $+\pi/2$ to $-\pi/2$ with no problem, but we found that operation at 0 or $\pi$ phasing with the same values of $x_{\text{PMS}}$ as for $\pi/2$ phasing would result in very high VSWR in some of the lines.

The results of this section indicate that a hybrid splitter and/or a fast variable capacitor is not required to maintain a relatively low VSWR at the generator; a frequency shift only will work to maintain the VSWR within an acceptable range over about a factor of 4 in $R'$. The penalties follow:

1. The decoupler/PMS must be located near, but outside of, the antenna.
2. The decoupler/PMS separation must be changed to operate effectively at different frequencies.
3. Tuning and operation appear critically sensitive on small changes in component values, particularly for the more realistic case with interstrap coupling included.
4.2 CASE 5 – PMS WITH DECOUPLERS NEAR ANTENNA, ΔF AND ΔC FOR MATCHING

The final case utilized the configuration of the preceding case, with the addition of a fast capacitor in parallel with the final matching stub, as shown in Fig. 26. In this case, both frequency shifting and small changes in the capacitor value were used to match changes in $R'$. The system was initially set up to provide a perfect match at $R' = 6.4 \, \Omega/m$, with capacitance values of $\approx 120 \, pf$. Then as $R'$ was varied, both the frequency shift $\Delta f$ and the capacitance value were varied to minimize the VSWR on the generator side of the T&M system. The results are shown in Fig. 27.

![Fig. 26. Case 5. Schematic and dimensions.](image)

![Fig. 27. Case 5. (a) Frequency shift for all lines, (b) capacitance values, and (c) VSWRs vs $R'$. System was matched at $R' = 6.4 \, \Omega/m$.](image)

The top curve shows the frequency shift, which varies from 0 to $\approx 160 \, kHz$. The center curve shows the capacitance values of the four capacitors in the four lines, and the bottom curve shows the resulting VSWRs. This system is seen to work very effectively. The
VSWR for high values of $R'$ never exceeds 1.2, and for the lowest value of $3 \, \Omega/m$ it only goes to 1.6 in the worst line.

The addition of the fast capacitor provides a significant advantage over the performance of case 4. The capacitive change $\Delta C$ required is only $\approx 30 \, \text{pf}$ for the case shown, although changes of up to $\pm 50 \, \text{pf}$ have been needed in some cases. R&D is needed to determine the time response of the capacitor tuning that can be achieved.

5. RESULTS: SIMULATION OF ELMS IN ITER

The behavior of ELMs has been studied in DIII-D, and the characteristic changes in plasma loading have been measured on the DIII-D ion cyclotron heating (ICH) antennas in an ELMy H-mode discharge. The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 28. $R'$ varies between 3 and $20 \, \Omega/m$.

![Graph of $R'$ vs Time](image)

Fig. 28. Behavior of $R'(t)$ measured on DIII-D during an ELMy H-mode discharge.

This time-behavior was used as input to the ITER T&M system configuration that was simulated as case 4 previously. The system was modeled with a hybrid splitter passive ELM dump, and the power that was delivered to the plasma as a function of time was calculated both with and without the use of frequency-shift matching. The system was matched for $R' = 6.3 \, \Omega/m$, so the match was not perfect for the lowest values of $R'$. However, this choice gave good results for the total performance of the system.

Results are shown in Fig. 29. Curve A shows the calculated frequency shift ($\Delta f$) vs time. Curve B shows the VSWR in the line between the main tuning stub and the hybrid splitter, and curve C shows the VSWR on the generator side of the hybrid splitter. Curve D shows the power delivered to the plasma.

For these simulations, the average power delivered to the plasma is $\approx 90\%$ of the input power. The addition of the frequency shift maintains a better match during the very high transients in $R'$ but makes only about a 1% improvement in the average power delivered to the plasma, because the high values of $R'$ are rare and of short duration. As can be seen, the VSWR on the generator side of the hybrid splitter is always maintained at a low value.
Fig. 29. Response of the case 4 T&M system to the R' fluctuation of Fig. 28. Solid lines are with frequency-shift matching, dashed lines with no frequency shift.
(a) calculated frequency shift,
(b) VSWR in the line between the main tuning stub and the hybrid splitter,
(c) VSWR on the generator side of the hybrid splitter, and
(d) power delivered to the plasma.

6. RECOMMENDATION FOR R&D TASKS

Testing of passive system on a tokamak
The passive ELM dump circuitry using a hybrid splitter appears very promising from the standpoint of passive protection against ELM-generated reflected power. Results from the DIII-D measurements indicate that this could be very useful in maintaining a high overall power level while not requiring fast-response, feedback-controlled circuitry. This should be experimentally tested on one or more high-power IC systems in the near term to demonstrate its utility.

Testing of frequency-shift matching on a tokamak
The results given in case 4 are encouraging. A test of frequency-shift matching on an rf system that is operating on a real tokamak in the presence of L-H transitions and ELMs is needed to demonstrate the practical utility of this technique.
Testing of fast capacitive system on a tokamak

The use of fast capacitors in the T&M system appears feasible also, based on the results shown in case 5. A system using fast capacitive matching in conjunction with frequency shift could provide matching in times of $\approx 10$ ms, which would probably be fast enough. Further modeling of T&M circuits using this concept should be continued, and tests of this concept should be carried out on an experiment.

Testing of improved arc discrimination systems

In order to utilize some of the ELM-protection methods modeled, we must be sure that when a change in the plasma load resistance is seen that it is really from the plasma, and is not caused by an rf arc in the antenna or T&M system. If it is from the plasma, then the T&M system can respond appropriately, rematch in a short time, and continue the delivery of high rf power to the plasma. However, if an arc is mistaken for a change in the plasma loading, the T&M system will respond and continue to couple power into the arc, probably resulting in permanent damage to the rf component where the arc is taking place.

For this reason, foolproof techniques must be developed to discriminate between the increases in reflected power caused by plasma changes and those caused by breakdown in the rf system. This development must occur simultaneously, if not before, the testing of the fast T&M systems just described. Development and testing of arc-discrimination and protection circuitry must be carried out. There is considerable work underway in the international community, and it should be encouraged and maintained.
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